Anti-Slip Hi-Traction®

PUBLIC & PRIVATE
TRANSPORTATION

Anti-Slip Protection for Vehicles,
Maintenance Garages, and Passenger
Stations.
SAFEGUARD® Technology Inc. offers Anti-Slip solutions for
steps, ramps, and thresholds on busses and shuttles, subways
and light rail, passenger ferries, and other transport vehicles.

www.safeguard-technology.com

Step Covers | Walkway Covers | Ladder Rung Covers | Pipe & Cable Covers | Roll-Traction® | Anti-Slip Mats | Anti-Slip Tapes

Anti-Slip Hi-Traction®

PUBLIC & PRIVATE
TRANSPORTATION

SAFEGUARD® Hi-Traction® for all areas of Transportation
Keep passengers, pedestrians, operators and employees
safely upright on land and sea.

Base Materials
Safeguard’s unique Anti-Slip surface
is universal, regardless of what it is
bonded to. Choose from a variety
of base materials of construction
depending on your application. Covers
are available in Flexible PVC (vinyl),
pultruded FRP composite fiberglass,
stainless steel or the SAFEGUARD®
surface can be applied directly to
customer supplied material.
Safeguard® Descriptive Messaging on train steps

Many
passenger transportation
accidents occur at the vehicle entry
and exit areas where hazardous
conditions cause slips and falls.
SAFEGUARD® Hi-Traction® Covers
enhance vehicle safety, reduce liability
exposure and lower your operating
costs.
Safeguard® Anti-Slip Covers are a much
better investment, outlasting and outperforming temporary tapes, paints
and rubber flooring which quickly
wear down and become slippery.
Safeguard® Covers also have excellent
chemical, UV and corrosion resistance.
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** Representative values which vary with the age and condition of the surface.

Coefficient of Friction
Safeguard Technology’s
unique surface nearly doubles both
the OSHA’s 0.5 and the ADA’s 0.6
guidelines for Coefficient of Friction
values as confirmed in independent lab
testing using the Mark II Model of the
Brungraber slip tester. Even in wet or
oily conditions, our Safety Covers greatly
exceed these guidelines.

Descriptive messaging and Logos
Make a statement, point the way
to an emergency escape route or
display your company’s logo. We
can incorporate logos, escape route
information and directional markings
on our Covers. Our SAFEGUARD®
Descriptive Marking is inlaid and will
last for the lifetime of the product.
Trim assemblies can be direct gritted to match coach colors

Direct Gritting
Direct gritting is an option, particularly
at the OEM level, when retrofit Covers
are not desirable. If you already have
finished parts but do not want to
adhere or screw our Cover over them,
your parts can be shipped directly to
Safeguard where the Anti-slip surface is
bonded directly.
Colors
Safeguard offers a wide range of
standard colors including the glo-series
of photoluminescent “Glow-in-thedark” pigments. Custom color matching
is also available. Colors can be
combined for a two-tone configuration
for additional safety, such as stair or
walkway edges.

Installation
Safeguards non-load bearing Covers
are manufactured for installation
over existing surfaces. Installation is
relatively quick, with little downtime.
Safeguard provides a complete range
of fastening accessories, as well as
technical drawings for installation.
Choose from Mechanical Fasteners
(screws), Adhesive, or PSA (Pressure
Sensitive Adhesive).
Common Applications
Step Covers - Vehicle & Station Steps
Walkway Covers - Passenger/Boarding
Ramps and Walkways
Flexible PVC Vinyl - Available with PSA
(Pressure Sensitive Adhesive) on
Wheelchair Ramps and Lifts
Contact Safeguard Technology for more
information or a free sample today.
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Safeguard® Walkway Cover on passenger Ferry loading ramp
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